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Britain and the US have committed a crime against human-
ity of immense proportions in invading and occupying Iraq,
causing the deaths of hundreds of thousands of Iraqi peo-
ple and annihilating the integrity of that country. It is in-
credible that in their criminal arrogance they are carrying
out provocations against Iran arresting Iranian diplomats
and citizens in Iraq and taking them hostage, attacking
Iran for excercising their right to have nuclear power and
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creating border incidents knowing that Iran will and has every
rigtht to defend its sovereignty.

It is hard not to come to the conclusion by the facts and by
track record of the Bush and Blair and their other ministers
that these provocations against Iran have been carefully
orchestrated and planned. Regardless of whose waters the
British marines were in the government has no regard for
the sovereigty of Iraq, or any other country and should get
out of the Middle East and all the other countries it presently
occupies. Neither has the British government any regard
for how it treats the people it captures parading them in
hoods, bound hand and foot with flex, a government con-
demned the world over along with the US for its inhuman
treatment of prisoners and disregard for the Geneva con-
vention on prisoners of war.

South Tyneside Stop the War Coaltion condemns these
threats and provocations against Iran and the massive mili-
tary excersice of the US in the Persion Gulf and its contin-
ued occupations in the region.

These events make it even more imperative for the British
people to bring into being an anti-war government and reit-
erate the right of countries such as Iran to defend their
sovereignty.

Bring all the troops home from foreign soil!

End the attack on humanity!


